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We prove twisted homological stability with polynomial coefficients for automorphism groups of free nilpotent groups of any given class. These groups interpolate
between two extremes for which homological stability was known before, the general linear groups over the integers and the automorphism groups of free groups.
The proof presented here uses a general result that applies to arbitrary extensions
of groups, and that has other applications as well.
MSC 2010: 19B14, 20F28.

Introduction
Various notions of stability have influenced the prospering and thriving of algebraic Ktheory from its classical roots in algebra to its higher branches with connections to
topology. See [Bas64], [LS75] and [vdK80], for example. For instance, the stable
homology of the general linear groups GLr (Z) over the ring Z of integers, when r → ∞,
can be interpreted as the homology of the algebraic K-theory space of Z. Quillen, one
of the founders of the theory, was also the first to prove homological stability for general
linear groups (over certain fields). Borel proved results that implied integral statements,
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but only the (independent) work of Charney [Cha80], and Maazen (unpublished) and
van der Kallen [vdK80] completed the picture for the general linear groups over the
ring Z of integers.
The general linear groups GLr (Z) = Aut(Zr ) are the automorphism groups of the
free abelian groups of rank r. A related family of groups is given by the automorphism groups Aut(Fr ) of the free groups Fr on r generators, without any commutativity assumption. Corresponding homological stability results for these groups are more
recent, see [Hat95] and [HV98].
An interpolation between these two sequences of groups, namely GLr (Z) and Aut(Fr ),
is given by relaxing the commutativity condition (that is satisfied only by abelian
groups) to higher nilpotency classes c > 1. The free nilpotent groups Ncr of class c
give rise to towers
Fr −→ · · · −→ N3r −→ N2r −→ N1r = Zr
of groups, and also (albeit slightly less obviously) to towers
Aut(Fr ) −→ · · · −→ Aut(N3r ) −→ Aut(N2r ) −→ Aut(N1r ) = GLr (Z)
of their automorphism groups.
In this paper, we prove homological stability, when r → ∞, for the automorphism
groups Aut(Ncr ) of free nilpotent groups of any fixed class c with twisted coefficients (Theorem 4.5). One may argue whether or not the main coefficients of interest
are the constant ones, but the proof that we present here is inductive, and the more general statement turns out to keep the induction on fire. Each step of the induction uses
a general result (Theorem 1.9) that applies to arbitrary extensions of groups, and that
has other applications as well. For example, in the final Section 5, we explain how to
deduce the (known) homological stability results for wreath products and braid groups
from the corresponding property of the symmetric groups.

1

Inflation of homological stability

In this section, after reviewing a general setup for homological stability questions, we
extend this framework so as to include morphisms that allow us to compare different
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families of groups. After these preliminaries, we state and prove our main general
result, Theorem 1.9.

1.1

Homological stability

Let us begin by introducing the terminology that we will use throughout the paper.
Definition 1.1. A sequence
G• = (G0 −→ G1 −→ G2 −→ · · · )
of group homomorphism that can be composed as displayed will be called, by abuse of
language, a sequence of groups.
Example 1.2. The sequence S• of the symmetric groups Sr of permutations of
sets {1, . . . , r}. The group homomorphisms Sr → Sr+1 are given by extending a given
permutation so that r + 1 is a fixed point.
Example 1.3. The sequence GL• (Z) of the general linear groups GLr (Z) of automorphisms of the free abelian group Zr . The group homomorphisms GLr (Z) → GLr+1 are
given by extending a given automorphism so that the (r + 1)-st generator is fixed.
Definition 1.4. If G• is a sequence of groups, then a G• -module is a sequence
M• = (M0 −→ M1 −→ M2 −→ · · · )
of homomorphisms that can be composed as displayed, together with additive Gr actions on each Mr such that Mr → Mr+1 is GLr (Z)-equivariant with respect to the
action of GLr (Z) on Mr+1 via restriction along GLr (Z) → GLr+1 .
Example 1.5. If A is an abelian group then the constant sequence (A = A = A = . . . ) is
a G• -module for all sequences of groups, if A gets the trivial Gr -action for each r.
If M• is a G• -module, then the group homology of the groups Gr with coefficients in the
corresponding Gr -modules Mr is related by homomorphisms
Hd (Gr ; Mr ) −→ Hd (Gr ; Mr+1 ) −→ Hd (Gr+1 ; Mr+1 )
of abelian groups.
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(1.1)

Definition 1.6. A sequence G• is homologically stable with respect to a G• -module M•
if in all dimensions d, the compositions (1.1) are eventually isomorphisms.
We will use similar terminology if we have a class of G• -modules instead of just one,
for example the class of trivial G• -modules.
Regardless of the answer to the question if the sequence of homomorphisms (1.1) stabilizes or not, we also have the following definition.
Definition 1.7. The colimit
Hd (G• ; M• ) = colim Hd (Gr ; Mr )
r

is called the stable homology of G• with respect to M• .
In the case of stability, a calculation of the stable homology immediately implies
infinitely many unstable values.

1.2

Morphisms

The main aim of the present paper is to describe a means that allows to compare homological stability for different sequences of groups. For this purpose we now define the
appropriate notion of morphisms between them, so that they form a category.
Definition 1.8. A morphism q• : G• → Q• between two sequences of groups is a
sequence qr : Gr → Qr of group homomorphisms that commute with the homomorphisms in the sequence.
For each morphism q• : G• → Q• between sequences of groups, the kernels Ker(qr )
form another sequence Ker(q• ) of groups, and this comes with a canonical morphism k• : Ker(q• ) → G• .
For each morphism q• : G• → Q• between sequences of groups, and for each Q• module M• , there is a restricted G• -modules q∗• M• . For example, if M• = A is constant, so
is q∗• M• = A.
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1.3

The inflation theorem

We can now formulate and prove our main general result that allows us to relate
twisted homological stability for sequences of groups that are connected by a homomorphism q• : G• → Q• .
Theorem 1.9. Let q• : G• → Q• be a surjective morphism between sequences of groups
with kernel k• : K• = Ker(q• ) → G• . The sequence G• satisfies twisted homological
stability with respect to a G• -module M• if the sequence Q• satisfies twisted homological
stability with respect to the Q• -modules Ht (K• ; k•∗ M• ) for each t > 0.
Proof. For each r > 0, the extension
1 −→ Kr −→ Gr −→ Qr −→ 1
gives rise to a Lyndon-Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence
E2s,t (r) ∼
= Hs (Qr ; Ht (Kr ; kr∗ Mr )) =⇒ Hs+t (Gr ; Mr ).
By assumption, for each fixed pair (s,t), the sequence
· · · −→ E2s,t (r) −→ E2s,t (r + 1) −→ · · ·
stabilizes for large r. It follows from the strong convergence of the spectral sequence
that the sequence
∞
· · · −→ E∞
s,t (r) −→ Es,t (r + 1) −→ · · ·
also stabilizes for large r. But this is the associated graded of a finite filtration of the
maps (1.1)
· · · −→ Hs+t (Gr ; Mr ) −→ Hs+t (Gr+1 ; Mr+1 ) −→ · · · ,
so that these are eventually isomorphisms as well.

2

Free nilpotent groups

In this section, we introduce some notation and present some basic results about the free
nilpotent groups of a given class c > 1. Only in the next section will we turn towards
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their automorphisms. All of these results are certainly well-known, and our only claims
to originality here are for the exposition, where the focus is on homological methods
rather than those from Lie theory.
Let G be a (discrete) group. For integers n > 1, subgroups Γn (G) are defined inductively
by Γ1 (G) = G and Γn+1 (G) = [G, Γn (G)]. We also set Γ∞ (G) to be the intersection of
all the Γn (G). This gives a series
G = Γ1 (G) > Γ2 (G) > · · · > Γ∞ (G)
of normal subgroups, the descending/lower central series of G. The associated graded
group
gr(G) =

∞
M

grn (G)

n=1

with
grn (G) = Γn (G)/Γn+1 (G)
is abelian, and comes with the structure of a graded Lie algebra. The first graded
piece gr1 (G) is just the abelianization of G. A group is abelian if Γ2 (G) is trivial.
A group is nilpotent if some Γn (G) is trivial. More precisely, a group G is nilpotent of
class (at most) c (for some c > 1) if Γc+1 (G) is trivial. This means that abelian groups
are precisely the groups which are nilpotent of class 1. A group is residually nilpotent
if Γ∞ (G) is trivial.
Let Fr denote the free group on a set of r generators. The case r = 1 is somewhat special,
since F1 ∼
= Z is abelian, so that Γ2 (F1 ) is trivial. All the other ones are not nilpotent, but
residually nilpotent [Mag32]. The first graded piece gr1 (Fr ) is the free abelian group
on r generators. This gives an induced homomorphism
∼
=

Lier −→ gr(Fr )

(2.1)

of graded Lie algebras, where
Lier ∼
=

∞
M

Lienr

n=1

is the free Lie algebra (over the ring Z) on r generators. (See [Ser06, Chapter IV] for
an exposition.) It turns out, as has already been indicated, that (2.1) is an isomorphism,
see [Wit56]. In particular
Γn (Fr )/Γn+1 (Fr ) = gr(Fr ) ∼
= Lienr
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(2.2)

is a free abelian group of rank
rk(Lienr ) =

1
µ(d)rn/d
n∑
d|n

over Z, where µ is the Möbius function.
The universal examples of nilpotent groups of class c > 1 are the quotients
Ncr = Fr /Γc+1 (Fr ).
∼
As the two extreme cases, we obtain N1r ∼
= Zr and N∞
r = Fr . We record the following
description of the low-dimensional homology of the groups Ncr under investigation.
Proposition 2.1. There are isomorphisms
Γ1 (Fr ) ∼
H1 (Ncr ; Z) ∼
=
= Zr
= Lie1r ∼
Γ2 (Fr )
Γc+1 (Fr ) ∼
H2 (Ncr ; Z) ∼
=
= Liec+1
r
Γc+2 (Fr )
of homology groups. In particular, these groups are free abelian of finite rank.
Proof. The first statement follows immediately from the fact that any surjective homomorphism G → Q of groups induces an isomorphism between the first integral homology groups as soon as the kernel is contained in the commutator subgroup. Here, the
kernel of Fr → Ncr is Γc+1 (Fr ) which is contained in the commutator subgroup Γ2 (Fr ).
For the second statement, Hopf’s Theorem [Hop42] (or the Lyndon-Hochschild-Serre
spectral sequence) says that
R ∩ [Fr , Fr ]
H2 (Fr /R; Z) ∼
=
[Fr , R]
for each normal subgroup R of Fr . In the particular case R = Γc+1 (Fr ), we get
Γc+1 (Fr ) ∩ Γ2 (Fr ) = Γc+1 (Fr )
and
[Fr , Γc+1 (Fr )] = Γc+2 (Fr ),
so that

Γc+1 (Fr ) ∼
H2 (Fr /Γc+1 (Fr ); Z) ∼
=
= Liec+1
r
Γc+2 (Fr )

as claimed.
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Proposition 2.2. For each fixed rank r there is an extension
0 −→ H2 (Nrc−1 ; Z) −→ Ncr −→ Nc−1
−→ 1
r

(2.3)

of groups.
Proof. This follows from the definitions of the groups as quotients, the isomorphism
theorem, and the calculations in the preceding Proposition 2.1.
Remark 2.3. Therefore, each group Ncr can be described inductively as an extension of Nc−1
by its Schur multiplier. This extension is central; in fact, the kernel
r
c
c−1
of Nr → Nr is equal to the center of Ncr . However, we note that this is not a universal central extension in the usual sense, since the groups involved are not perfect.
But still, the extension is classified by the tautological class in
c−1
c−1
c−1
∼
H2 (Nc−1
r ; H2 (Nr ; Z)) = Hom(H2 (Nr ; Z), H2 (Nr ; Z))

which is the identity. The isomorphism is given by the universal coefficient theorem,
c−1
since Ext(H1 (Nc−1
r ; Z), H2 (Nr ; Z)) = 0.
Remark 2.4. Since the classifying spaces for free abelian groups are tori, the extension (2.3) shows inductively that the classifying spaces of the groups Ncr can be constructed as torus bundles over tori. In particular, they can be modeled as compact manifolds without boundary, as long as c is finite. In fact, their universal covers can taken to
be nilpotent Lie groups in which the groups embed as co-compact lattices. This follows
from Malcev’s theory, but it is also described explicitly for this special case in [Kas03,
2.1].

3

Automorphisms of free nilpotent groups

In the previous section, we have defined the free nilpotent groups Ncr of class c on r
generators. We are interested in the groups
Aut(Ncr )
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of their automorphism and the classifying spaces thereof. In the case c = 1, these are
the general linear groups GLr (Z), and in the limiting case c = ∞, these are the automorphism groups Aut(Fr ) of free groups.
The aim of this section is to explain the way in that the groups Aut(Ncr ) vary with c in
between, when r is fixed. (See also [Mor93] for an exposition with a slightly different focus.) We will also let r vary, but only later, in order to address the question of
homological stability.
Since the kernel of the canonical homomorphism Ncr → Nc−1
is the center of Ncr , every
r
automorphism of Ncr preserves it and induces an automorphism of the quotient Nc−1
r .
This gives a homomorphism
Aut(Ncr ) −→ Aut(Nc−1
r ).

(3.1)

This will be the means that allows for an inductive approach towards these groups,
starting with the case when Aut(N1r ) = GLr (Z) is the general linear group.
Let us first identify the kernel of (3.1), compare [Joh83]. An element α in the kernel
agrees with the identity on Ncr modulo elements in the kernel of Ncr → Nc−1
which
r
c−1
has been identified with the Schur multiplier H2 (Nr ; Z). Thus, we can define a
[
−1
[
map α [ : Ncr → H2 (Nc−1
r ; Z) via α (n) = α(n)n . It is readily checked that α is a
homomorphism of groups. Since the target is abelian, this induces a homomorphism
c
c−1
∼
α [ : H1 (Nc−1
r ; Z) = H1 (Nr ; Z) → H2 (Nr ; Z)

such that the composition
Ncr

[
/ H1 (Nc−1 ; Z) α / H2 (Nc−1 ; Z)
r
r

/ Nc .
r

recovers α in the sense that the relation α(n) = α [ (n)n holds. Conversely, each homoc−1
]
c
c
morphism β : H1 (Nc−1
r ; Z) → H2 (Nr ; Z) defines a map β : Nr → Nr by multiplication of the identity from the left with the composition
Ncr

/ H1 (Nc−1 ; Z)

β

r

/ H2 (Nc−1 ; Z)
r

/ Nc ,
r

so that the relation β ] (n) = β (n)n holds. It is now readily verified that the map β ] is an
automorphism, and that the induced map
c
c−1
Hom(H1 (Nc−1
r ; Z), H2 (Nr ; Z)) → Aut(Nr )
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(3.2)

is an injective homomorphism. The arguments above can summarized to say that the
image of (3.2) is the kernel of (3.1). More is true: It turns out that both (3.1) and (3.2)
can be composed so that they together give a description of the group Aut(Ncr ) as an
c−1
c−1
extension of Aut(Nc−1
r ) by the free abelian group Hom(H1 (Nr ; Z), H2 (Nr ; Z)).
Proposition 3.1. For each fixed rank r there is an extension
c−1
c
c−1
0 −→ Hom(H1 (Nc−1
r ; Z), H2 (Nr ; Z)) −→ Aut(Nr ) −→ Aut(Nr ) −→ 1

of groups.
The only thing left to show is that the homomorphism Aut(Ncr ) → Aut(Nc−1
r ) is surjective, and this is the content of [And65, Theorem 2.1].
Remark 3.2. Any element of the quotient group Aut(Nc−1
r ) acts on the kernel group
c−1
1
via restriction along Aut(Nr ) → Aut(Nr ) = GLr (Z). In particular, if an element
c−1
c−1
∼ r
of Aut(Nc−1
r ) acts trivially on H1 (Nr ; Z) = Z , then its action on H2 (Nr ; Z) is also
trivial.
Remark 3.3. For every group there is an isomorphism between Aut(G) and the group
of based homotopy classes of base point preserving homotopy self-equivalences of the
classifying space BG. In fact, there is a homotopy equivalence
BAut(G) ' Bhaut(BG, ?).
As a consequence of Remark 2.4, we see that the classifying spaces BAut(Ncr ) are of
the form Bhaut(X, ?) for certain (acyclic!) manifolds X that are of the homotopy type
of the classifying spaces BNcr of the free nilpotent groups of class c and rank r.

4

Homological stability

In this section, we prove homological stability for the automorphism groups of free
nilpotent groups of any given class c > 1 with polynomial coefficients. The proof is
by induction on the nilpotency class, starting with the known case c = 1 of the general
linear groups. We recall the relevant results for this special case first.
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4.1

Twisted homological stability for the general linear groups

Let us first review the twisted homological stability for the general linear groups as far
as we need it here. See [Dwy80] and [vdK80].
The sequence GL• (Z) of general linear groups has a standard module Z• with the defin•
ing action of GLr (Z) on Zr . Let Z denote the inverse transpose.
•
Definition 4.1. We say that a GL• (Z)-modules M• is polynomial if M• ∼
= F(Z• , Z )
for some polynomial functor F from the category of pairs of abelian groups to abelian
groups, compare [Dwy80, Section 3].

For example, the constant modules are clearly polynomial in this sense, and so is
•
the adjoint representation/module Ad• (Z) ∼
= Z• ⊗ Z , which is the main example that
•
appears in [Dwy80]. A similar example is given by the module Hom(Z• , Λ2 Z ). This
will show up later again (in Proposition 4.4). An immediate application of the main
stability theorem in [Dwy80], using Lemma 3.1. in loc.cit., gives the following result.
Theorem 4.2. (Dwyer) The sequence GL• (Z) of general linear groups satisfies homological stability with respect to polynomial GL• (Z)-modules.

4.2

Stability for the automorphism groups of free nilpotent groups

We are now ready to prove twisted homological stability for the automorphism groups
of free nilpotent groups with polynomial coefficients. We first define the latter.
Definition 4.3. We say that an Aut(Nc• )-module M• is polynomial if it is the restriction
of a polynomial GL• (Z)-module (in the sense of Definition 4.1) along the homomorphism Aut(Nc• ) → Aut(N1• ) = GL• (Z).
Since a restriction of a constant module is constant, we see the constant modules are
again examples of polynomial Aut(Nc• )-modules.
Proposition 4.4. For every polynomial module M• , and integers c > 1, t > 0, the module
Ht (Hom(H1 (Nc• ; Z), H2 (Nc• ; Z)); M• )
is polynomial as well.
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Before we give a proof, let us refer back to Remark 3.2 for the Aut(Ncr )-action on its
module Hom(H1 (Nc• ; Z), H2 (Nc• ; Z)).
Proof. Since Hom(H1 (Nc• ; Z), H2 (Nc• ; Z)) is a free abelian group of finite rank, we have
an identification
Ht (Hom(H1 (Nc• ; Z), H2 (Nc• ; Z)); Z) ∼
= Λt (Hom(H1 (Nc• ; Z), H2 (Nc• ; Z))),
for the constant coefficients Z. Since this is free abelian, the universal coefficient theorem gives
Ht (Hom(H1 (Nc• ; Z), H2 (Nc• ; Z)); M• ) ∼
= Λt (Hom(H1 (Nc• ; Z), H2 (Nc• ; Z))) ⊗ M•
in general. It remains to be noted that H1 (Nc• ; Z) and H2 (Nc• ; Z) are polynomial. But,
∼ r
this follows from the Proposition 2.1: The abelianization H1 (Nc−1
r ; Z) = Z is even
c
∼
linear (and independent of c), whereas the Schur multiplier H2 (Nc−1
r ; Z) = Lier is polynomial. See [Mac95, I.7, Ex. 12] for instance.
Theorem 4.5. For every class c > 1, the sequence Aut(Nc• ) of automorphism groups of
the free nilpotent groups of class c satisfies twisted homological stability with respect to
polynomial coefficients.
Proof. We prove this by induction on c. The case c = 1, i.e. Aut(N1• ) = GL• (Z) is dealt
with by Dwyer’s Theorem 4.2. Let us therefore assume that c > 2 and that the statement
is true for c − 1. Our Theorem 1.9, applied to the extension
c−1
c
c−1
0 −→ Hom(H1 (Nc−1
• ; Z), H2 (N• ; Z)) −→ Aut(N• ) −→ Aut(N• ) −→ 1,

immediately gives the statement for c. In order to be able to apply that theorem, we
need to know that the modules
c−1
Ht (Hom(H1 (Nc−1
• ; Z), H2 (N• ; Z)); M• )

are polynomial for any t > 0 and any given polynomial module M• . But this follows
from Proposition 4.4 above.
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5

Other examples

In this section, we re-derive and generalize two homological stability results involving extensions of the symmetric groups: braid groups, were homological stability
for constant coefficients has originally been studied in [Arn70], and wreath products,
where homological stability for constant coefficients has been proven by Hatcher and
Wahl [HW10]. We begin by reviewing the result that we need about the symmetric
groups.

5.1

Twisted homological stability for the symmetric groups

Let us first review the twisted homological stability for the symmetric groups as far as
we need them here. For that purpose, we let Γop denote (a skeleton of) the category of
finite pointed sets. We refer to [Pir00a] and [Pir00b] for the corresponding notion of
a polynomial functor F from Γop to the category of abelian groups. Such a functor F
defines a module M• with Mr = F({1, . . . , r}), and this is then also said to be polynomial.
The following result is [Bet02, Theorem 4.3].
Theorem 5.1. (Betley) The sequence S• of symmetric groups satisfies homological stability with respect to polynomial S• -modules.
The proof given by Betley is an induction on the degree of the polynomial functor, based
on the case of constant coefficients that is originally due to [Nak60]. He also obtains a
quantitative statement to the effect that the stable range only depends on the degree of
the coefficient S• -module.

5.2

Wreath products

Let G be any group. The wreath products G o Sr = Gr o Sr fit into a sequence G o S• of
groups. The following is a qualitative reformulation of [HW10, Theorem 1.6].
Theorem 5.2. (Hatcher, Wahl) For every group G, the sequence G o S• of wreath products satisfies homological stability with respect to all constant G o S• -modules.
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We now give a different proof that is based upon our general result, Theorem 1.9.
Proof. First of all, we note that the statement for all constant coefficients A follows
from the special case A = Z and the universal coefficient theorem. And this case in turn
follows from the cases in which A is one of the fields Q or Z/p for a prime number p.
Let A = F be a field. We still need to prove that the sequence G o S• of wreath products satisfies homological stability with respect to the constant G o S• -module F. By
Theorem 1.9, applied to the extension
1 −→ G• −→ G o S• −→ S• −→ 1,
it suffices to check that the sequence S• of symmetric groups satisfies homological stability with respect to the S• -modules Ht (G• ; F) for all t > 0. These are no longer constant S• -modules, but they are polynomial S• -modules by the Künneth theorem (for the
field F): the tensor powers of the F-homology of G. Therefore, the result follows from
Theorem 5.1.

5.3

Braid groups

Homological stability results for the Artin braid groups Br have first been proven
in [Arn70]. Other proofs have been given in other places, see again [HW10], for example. And we can also re-derive it here using our general result, Theorem 1.9.
Theorem 5.3. (Arnold) The sequence B• of Artin braid groups satisfies homological
stability with respect to all constant B• -modules.
Proof. We will apply Theorem 1.9 to the extension
1 −→ Pr −→ Br −→ Sr −→ 1
of the symmetric groups Sr by the group Pr of colored (or pure) braids. To be able to
do so, it remains to observe that the S• -modules Ht (P• ; F) are polynomial for all t > 0.
See [Arn69] for their original description, and [Bri73], [Ver98], as well as [Ver99] for
more recent expositions of these homology groups.
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The homology groups of the pure braid groups, together with the natural actions of
the symmetric groups on them, form the so-called Gerstenhaber operad, as does the
homology of any E2 operad, see Cohen’s contribution to [CLM72]. The reader might
be attracted by the idea of deriving the polynomiality of these homology groups from
more general principles, and then deducing other homological stability results. This
will not be pursued further here.
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